Curborough Sprint Saturday 6 August 2016
The Curborough sprint course is the exception on the calendar in not being an airfield
or race circuit. It is also run over a figure of eight configuration, making it highly
technical. Six drivers assembled to pit their wits against this challenge on the warm
Saturday morning, making us one of the larger classes, and for three it started with
identifying the route.
First practice was very much exploratory and whilst Jan, Mike and Robin had no
dramas, Dennis was getting to grips with the characteristics of the Norton powered
Kieft with its pumped fuel system, so it was coughing and spluttering. The gremlins
were out for Richard and Alistair. The plug oiled for the former after being held on the
line and the carb fell off the Juno.
Second practice saw only five cars take the start, as Richard found the timing had
slipped badly, adding to his woes, so he missed out.
Slick organisation by the organisers, BARC, saw the first competition run take place
before a late lunch break all in the hope a third run might prove possible. Jan led the
way but was pushed hard by Richard now his engine was running cleanly. Robin
aced the start to carve a good lump off his practice times and Dennis was adapting to
the Kieft to do likewise but realised the gearing was too high. Mike missed his
braking at one bend and had all four wheels off, resulting in a fail, whilst Alistair had
been forced to retire after discovering a badly damaged tyre.
On the final run of the competition Richard and Jan both found gains, with the former
just coming out ahead. Robin's Staride ran faultlessly, as did the Kieft, Dennis
revelling in the power of the Norton when it came on song. Mike's magneto failed
causing a loss of power on the dash down the straight to the finishing line.
Results
Run 1

Run 2

BEST

Richard Grant

Keihn Special JAP

74.74

72.35

72.35

Jan Nycz

Staride Mk III Norton

72.98

72.86

72.86

Mike Wood

IOTA CB2 JAP

Fail

78.34

78.34

Robin Baxter

Staride Mk III JAP

79.73

81.20

79.73

Dennis Williams

Kieft Norton

95.58

94.22

94.22

Alistair Hunt

Juno Triumph

No runs

